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SHIFTING ELEMENTS: 

II take what was said over dinner out to the prairie and burn it. Simply toss what unsettles me into the 

stack of already cleared wood and let it smoke. Nothing will be gone though, ashes are things too and 

they will remain after the burning. And what to do with these ashes? I’ve poured ashes into a lake. I’ve 

pushed my ring finger into ashes and transformed them as a gray moon on my forehead. I’ve dusted 

ashes at the base of my throat (although I don’t know why). I’ve dissolved ashes in my mouth. With 

the ashes of what was said I will not wait for them to till into the earth, unready for more violence to 

harvest.harvest. I can ask the wind to separate them, hoping specks of ignorance are not enough to create 

more. Though I am wrong in that hope. What happens if after the first fire, I burn the ashes them-

selves? A second burn, a third burn. A continuous distillation. Will the ashes shrink in size? Char re-

peatedly? Or do ashes once already in that state remain ashes?

To return to the ashram and see the lake where I left them now contracted into a river will be difficult. 

Not only where I left the physicality of them, but the lake we photographed, each season reflected on 

its surface, in the thick paper photographs of the eighties and the slick shiny photographs of the nine-

ties. The lake my father rowed the family onto despite not knowing how to swim. It was the only body 

of water I saw him on. He smiled, rowing in his khakis and button down shirt, sunglasses above his 

white mustache. He rowed my aunt and grandaunt on a tiny canoe appeasing the entire way that they 

would not tip and if they did, the lake was like Ganga. A blessing to fall into. 

I have no desire to scrapbook my parents. Collect their handwriting, their voices, their personal af-

fects and show you a portion of them to say it stands for the whole. Or that any object, even if belong-

ing to them, is actually them. I can say hold your hand out into the air. Move it as you wish, cup the 

air, pull at it, tug. In this ether are my parents. You have experienced them. 

 My godfather was the one who told me that the lake at the ashram is now a river. The state demand-

ed that the dam be removed and though he says the river is beautiful it is thin, miles thinner than the 

lake. He left the room and returned with his laptop, showed me a photo of the lake turned river. A 

stream maybe. It’s supposed to fill in he said, it’s still growing. The boathouse with its wood and yel-

lowed glass light post sits in a lake of grass. I poured my parents’ ashes into that lake and this was 

the best I could do as it was the only body of water that my parents connected to in the US. Hindu tra-

dition dictates a flowing body of water for ashes. I assume the obvious reason is so they move on, 

and we also. Mom and Dad’s ashes funneled through the dam my father built and scattered as they 

rushed down the waterfall. They are not lodged in the ground, in the dirt, that was beneath the 
lake. They are not below the lake of grass. I can no longer walk up the peninsula, 
marked by the light post, and kneel at the muddy edge of the lake. I cannot repli-
cate the moment of release and so I must walk further out to the river, put my ear 
close to its surface, and hope as we lead each other in a multitude of ways. 
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DOCUMENTATION OF PURPLE AND GREEN: 

the shrinking power
of the universe
when skin snaps 
 away from each other
when moon once held in mouth
is spat outis spat out

nadis quick to whisper
what is this to one another

return to the grasses
that feed contraction
until it smiles and relents
takes up hands with the irises 

an archwayan archway
we continuously enter
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I have been generously brooding

how many cells agonize
over the recycling of self
not death to moksha
but the churn of re-understanding
in moments or days
of peak resistanceof peak resistance
when mind and body cling
to one another

a fire in the dirt
built by self
body and mind emerge from nightfall jungle
bend their knees and raise joined arms
chant. step. dance. step. around selfchant. step. dance. step. around self
a praise, a capture

reader. reader 
in your olive khaki shirt and pants
drop this image
and leave body and mind with the trees
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I wish this window had a room

after thighs not twitching 
but curling tighter around bone
a we can't even sigh
in suffering gesture
I'm advised
and dissolve magnesiumand dissolve magnesium
powder into water
the packet with hot pink
neon lemon lime words
popping 
as if a powerpoint presentation
harking the mineral's benefits

no more! no more! 
sleep! well! 

dreams of father
not really dead
sitting on a curved sofa 
I stand behind him as a
woman paces in front of us
claiming I told her he was deadclaiming I told her he was dead
I did, I say because he is, and I have known
for 9 years
father says a curled lip silence
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Let them out through the black fence. 
The dogs are barking so let them out  
Let them piss
in the yard with impunity. Treat each 
human animal, each sentient thing, as 
if it were the
messiah.messiah. Which religion is that? I’m 
watching you kill my only daughter. 
Sagebrush then, for ego
death, and tansy for embodied grace. 
I’m sorry to run through your house 
like this, in only my
hairhair shirt. But I won’t be taking it off. 
Not in this waking life.
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It feels humble

 
like ice fishing 

A wooden calm settles 

Your stigma parts 

What is the shoulder blade 

if not a handleif not a handle

What is the neck

but a beckoning thing 
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Wanting to peel

the grate from its shadow but Now

Now you are asking me

what to call it

Woad for a cloudless sky ......

Hands shoved into

the the the thethe the the the
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CROCUS THE FLOWER THAT

HERALDS PROPHECY ANOTHER APPARITION

TO STRIKE IN BOOTBLACK OUT

WITH THOSE SEXES A BLIND

FUTILITY AS OF LAST YEAR I LIVED NO

DIFFERENTLY THAN DRAWING

WHATEVER LINE HE ASKED EVENTUALLY SOME SHAPESWHATEVER LINE HE ASKED EVENTUALLY SOME SHAPES

GAVE OUT THEIR DEDICATIONS WOODCUT MAGNETS MINOR

LITERATURE HERMAPHRODITES TRAGEDIES

SPECIAL CENTURY

THEIR SEER A NYMPH ITS TRANSFORMATION LIVING

ON ONE HAUNTS ONE’S

MYTHIC PLEASURES THE POLLEN

AND PRODUCT CIRCULAR VAPOR AND EARLY ELABORATE AND PRODUCT CIRCULAR VAPOR AND EARLY ELABORATE 

HEROES THE CROCUS SO

OFTEN AN EASTER

RELIGION GREEK WALKING

PAIRS EMBRACE IN ARGUMENT FOURTH

SNOW RENTAL CAR LABOR POWER SO COMMON

DEMONIMATOR OF EVIDENCE THAT

SPRINGTIME STEALS AWAY TELL MESPRINGTIME STEALS AWAY TELL ME

ARE YOU A WOMAN WHEN YOU CUM?
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I am kissing
the beautiful face 
of the river bank 
today
I am kissing you 
with my gills
And it feelsAnd it feels
like a word 
un-spell-checked 
by any provinces 
of thought
Oops, sorry
I drooled
on the pageon the page
right there
But it’s still not 
good for us
to live
in this parking lot 
while inclemence 
crinkles its lawn crinkles its lawn 
Why are you 
bartering
the land 
You are its 
subject 
And could 
I swim I swim 
a way out
of this wetted earth 
it would trail
a salamander
line
Me on my
pink bellypink belly
drinking the 
mold-water
Now it is
useless
to exclaim
it tastes of
love love 
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